COMMERCIALISATION OF DISTRIBUTION &
TRANSMISSION COMMUNICATION NETWORK ASSETS
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INTRODUCTION
 Broadband penetration is clearly a significant contributor
toward economic growth and prosperity
 Encourages foreign investment and thereby serves as a
catalyst for much needed job creation and GDP growth
 Modern telecommunications networks are a key enabler
 Extensive fibre optic infrastructure is a fundamental
requirement
 Expensive to install and consequent scarcity in developing
countries serves as a major impediment
 Power Networks are typically widespread and, through
infrastructure sharing, can provide a cost effective means to
greatly expand a country’s telecommunications network
 The concept represents an ideal opportunity for additional
revenue generation
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POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
 Cellular operators
 Fixed line operators
 Internet service providers
 Banking institutions
 Commercial dark fibre providers
 Commercial broadband service providers
 Government institutions
 LECs (Local Exchange Carriers)
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UTILITY COMPETITIVE EDGE
 Superior security offered by fibre cables attached to HV lines
 Roadside routes are costly and involve long lead times
 Offer exclusivity and near perfect diversity for existing operator
roadside routes
 “Tower to Tower” Service Offering (T-Offs) can be provided
 Long distance power line infrastructure is extensive and
includes both national and international routes
 Metro (aerial & duct) routes are in addition available
 Secure housing for customer repeater equipment can be
provided at Substations
 Stable AC mains supply to repeater equipment
 Tariffs lower than those available on buried fibre routes
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CHALLENGES








Risks to Utility Network – both real and perceived
Management “buy in” and support
Lack of telecoms commercial business experience
Regulatory Environment
Funding i.e. start up capital requirements
Pricing Model selection
Maintenance of FO cables and terminal
equipment
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MARKET ENTRY PRINCIPLES
 The intention should not be to compete in any way with
existing commercial operators
 Carrier of carriers service – will be perceived by operators
to add value i.e. to bring a cost effective, secure alternative
to UG routes
 Government support by facilitating the extension of
broadband services to rural and currently under-serviced
areas including schools, medical facilities and police
services
 Consider entering into a partnership agreement with a
commercial entity – profit sharing/commission basis
 Minimise “start-up” capital with an adoption of a scalable
“two phase” SLA aligned business approach
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UTILITY FIBRE OPTICS
 Operational requirements dictate that Utilities must invest in
fibre optic technology






Reliability and resilience for Mission Critical Services
Smart Grid Applications
Utility Bandwidth Requirements
Network Security
Relatively small incremental cost wrt new lines

 Cost Effective Cable Capacity = 24 to 48 Fibre Cores
 Typical standard cable core count is 48 cores
 Utility telecommunications network and tele-protection
requirements are typically < 8 Cores
 Unutilised cores thus represent a potential revenue stream
with little or no impact upon Utility operations
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PRICING MODELS
 Cost Recovery
 Lease
 Indefeasible Right of Use (IRU)
 Fibre swapping/exchange between fibre owners can
also be considered (mutual benefit of both entities
and can take place without any monies being
exchanged)
 Variations within these options can be implemented
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COST RECOVERY
 Based upon incremental cost of fibre installation
and/or maintenance cost
 Results in the lowest pricing possible
 Normally only implemented when forced by
legal/regulatory stipulations
 Certainly not recommended if other more lucrative
options can be implemented
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LEASE
 Typically based upon a finite number of cores per
metre per month philosophy over a fixed period of
time
 Should include an upfront admin/installation fee
 Two options can be considered
 Fixed Cost Lease (cost plus model)
 Declining Scale Lease (capital recovery on 1st pair)
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ILLUSTRATIVE LEASE CHARGES (ZAR)
Contract Period

Pairs Leased

Fixed
Cost

5 Years

10 Years

15 Years

Pair
Increment

% Tariff
Increase

1 Pair

0,65

0,62

0,59

-

-

2 Pairs

1,30

1,24

1,17

1 to 2

100%

3 Pairs

1,95

1,86

1,76

2 to 3

50%

4 Pairs

2,60

2,47

2,34

3 to 4

33,3%

5 Pairs

3,25

3,09

2,93

4 to 5

25%

Contract Period

Pairs Leased

Declining
Scale

Tariff Escalation

Tariff Escalation

5 Years

10 Years

15 Years

Pair
Increment

% Tariff
Increase

1 Pair

1.90

1.20

1.00

-

-

2 Pairs

2.20

1.42

1.15

1 to 2

15.79%

3 Pairs

2.50

1.64

1.30

2 to 3

13.64%

4 Pairs

2.80

1.86

1.45

3 to 4

12.00%

5 Pairs

3.10

1.98

1.60

4 to 5

10.71%
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INDEFEASIBLE RIGHT OF USE
 The customer makes an upfront capital
payment for each fibre pair per kilometre
 Thereafter only an annual or monthly
maintenance and co-location fee is applied
 The upfront payment covers the entire term of
the lease; however, maintenance and colocation fees must be negotiated on an annual
basis
 Contract terms are long - typically 10 to 20
years
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OPTION COMPARISON
IRU

LEASE

Delivers a substantial and immediate cash
injection

Generates a recurring revenue

Customers are locked in for longer periods

More suited to smaller operators who
cannot make large upfront payments

Attractive to most large operators

Short term leases can be arranged to
attract more customers

Overall income is slightly less

Net lease charges are typically higher

Internationally seems to be the preferred
option (Similar contracts worldwide)
Desirable for private operators from a tax
and accounting standpoint
CAPEX injection can facilitate expansion of
the utility’s operational network
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PRICING MODEL RECOMMENDATION
 Lease and/or IRU Pricing Models
 A combination philosophy can be adopted cater for varying
customer preferences
 The IRU option can provide large upfront payments which
can be utilised to strengthen and expand the fibre optic
network to benefit Utility operations
 Alternatively fixed cost based lease option will generate
recurring revenue
 A Declining Scale lease option can also be implemented to
encourage the leasing of more than one pair by a customer
 The Cost Recovery Model should only be adopted under
duress
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PRICING CONSIDERATIONS












Contract period
Route and location
Customer negotiations
Customer demand and available pairs
Cost recovery requirements
Connection of customer network to the utility fibre network
Co-location, splicing, and rack space charges
Maintenance costs
Up-front fee to cover administrative costs
Stranded fibre pairs
Business case parameters
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MITIGATION OF RISK
 Integrity of electrical network must always take precedence
 Physical separation of networks
 Fibre cores to be split at joint enclosures
 Terminal and repeater equipment housed separately
 Customer equipment housed outside substation perimeter fence

 Third party access to substation environment prohibited
 Temporary repair mechanisms to reduce the requirement for
line outages
 Bilateral agreement with third party operators for access to
unused pairs
 Utility Telecommunications division should control, manage and
maintain the Utility’s fibre optic cables
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SUBSTATION TERMINATION
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REGULATORY ISSUES
 A serious issue with potential to stifle any commercialisation
initiative proposed by a public utility
 The country’s legally instituted regulator can greatly facilitate
entry into the market provided of course the correct official
channels of communication are observed
 The appropriate licence will ensure that spare capacity can be
leased at market related prices to any licenced commercial
operator
 Avoids being forced to implement cost recovery based tariff
 A properly constituted licence should also entitle an operator
access to way leaves without restriction or objection by land
owners
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PASSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING
 Utility owned Servitudes
 HV line, railway line, water, sewer, gas and oil pipeline
servitudes owned by utilities are valuable assets
 Typically link populated areas and spare capacity can be
leased to commercial operators
 Avoids servitude acquisition - high cost and time consuming

 Site sharing
 Existing utility radio high sites represent an attractive option

 Pylons and Poles
 Third party owned fibre optic cables and antennae systems
can readily be attached to existing electricity pylons
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 Both IRU and leasing options be considered for leverage into
the market
 Business should be ring fenced to ensure revenue generated
is allocated to network expansion and service provision
enhancement
 Customer SLAs, incorporating reasonable performance
(MTTR) criteria, be negotiated
 Negotiations with Commercial Operators be initiated
 An implementation of a Fibre Management Tool will enhance
service provision - can attract more favourable tariffs
 Bandwidth leasing, although entirely feasible, should
probably best be left to existing operators
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CONCLUSION
 The additional revenue earned by utilities, through the
commercialisation of assets, can facilitate the expansion of basic
services, e.g. electricity, clean running water and sanitation, into
rural and other currently under-serviced regions
 Increased broadband access, infrastructure expansion and
consequent potential to attract additional investment are
paramount for emerging market economies
 Thus, it simply makes no sense not to utilise assets that have
potential to generate revenue, enhance economic development
and bring improvement in education facilities, policing and
access to medical facilities in general
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THANK YOU
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